HELP MAXIMIZE YOUR INVESTMENT WHILE LOWERING YOUR HEATING AND COOLING BILLS\(^1\).

You may be paying higher heating and cooling bills than you should be. Help ensure your home is energy efficient by adding attic insulation and sealing air leaks. More than 90\(^\%\) of U.S. homes are under-insulated\(^2\).

Having proper insulation levels in the attic is one of the easiest and most affordable ways to reduce energy loss—and save money. Your Air Distribution (HVAC) system conditions air and a well-insulated and sealed attic helps keep it from leaking out. Make the most out of your investment by having us conveniently re-insulate your attic at the same time we do the Air Distribution work.
COMPLETE SOLUTIONS.

From Duct Liner and Wrap to Duct Board and more including Insulation and Air Sealing Solutions – Owens Corning has an extensive portfolio of solutions to meet all of your air distribution and insulation needs. Our products help provide energy conservation, noise control and indoor air quality.

ADVANCED THERMAL PROTECTION.

With the Owens Corning® ProCat® Professional Loosefill Insulation and Air Distribution Systems, you’ll experience advanced thermal performance – meaning that you’ll have more consistent temperatures room to room – and a more comfortable and quiet home.

ADVANCED SYSTEM SUPPORTS A COMFORTABLE, QUIET AND HEALTHY HOME.

HELPS CREATE A MORE ENERGY-EFFICIENT HOME.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

PROFESSIONAL INSULATION SYSTEM

The ProCat® System includes air sealing solutions to help fight wind wash and energy loss at the eaves, reducing the chance of ice damming and potential roof damage.
HELP PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT.

It takes a complete system – including proper ventilation, air distribution and insulation products to maximize performance. With a properly insulated and ventilated home, you'll be able to manage and mitigate excess heat and humidity more effectively and help extend the life of your home.

- Insulation + ventilation + air sealing solutions will help protect against ice dams, sagging roof decks and premature roof failures. The reduced attic moisture helps prevent potential insect infestations, mold or fungi growth, corrosion and interior damage
- ProCat® Professional Loosefill Insulation does not settle, maintaining its insulating power for the lifetime of the home

WELLNESS AND SAFETY.

The Owens Corning® ProCat® System helps keep your home safe from mold and pests, to fire and smoke spread in the case of a fire.

- ProCat® Professional Loosefill Insulation will not absorb moisture; it is not a nutrient source for mold and fungi or a food source for pests
- ProCat® Professional Loosefill Insulation has received the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute's Platinum Level Material Health Certificate
- ProCat® Professional Loosefill Insulation is GREENGUARD Gold certified
- ProCat® Professional Loosefill Insulation System helps you save money, while also extending the life of your home
- Non-corrosive
- Low dust formula
- Increase noise control
- ProCat® Professional Loosefill Insulation meets code requirements for a Class A fire rating, flame spread 0 and smoke developed 0, when tested per ASTM E84/UL-723
- Validated to be Formaldehyde Free

DOES YOUR HOME MEASURE UP?

U.S. Department of Energy Recommended R-Values for Adding Insulation to an Attic

Depending on where you live, you may need up to 20" of attic insulation.

![Map of U.S. showing recommended R-values for attic insulation.](attachment:image)
ALL THIS FROM A BRAND YOU KNOW AND TRUST.

Owens Corning has been a leader in the building industry for over 75 years. Every day, our Building Science experts redefine what is possible delivering high-quality products and services to homes around the globe.

WE'RE MAKING OUR WORLD A MORE ENERGY-EFFICIENT, MORE COMFORTABLE PLACE TO BE. AND, IT STARTS WITH YOUR HOME.